Hazard Mitigation and Weather Policy
Colorado Astrophotography is able to operate on clear, mild nights. We take guest safety as our highest priority,
and are very aware of potential hazards in Colorado. Here is a list of our potential hazards that may affect the
determination of whether we hold and experience or not.
•

Environment/Weather: Colorado Astrophotography operates on clear, mild nights as both these
elements are crucial for the integrity of astrophotography images.
• If the weather is projected to be partly cloudy or worse, we will reach out with options to
reschedule or refund or resume if conditions are safe (example: a partly cloudy night without
snow, low wind, with a chance of clearing). This decision to be able to resume is always up to the
host but guests will always be given the choice to reschedule or refund on a partly cloudy night
or worse. Hazards we look out for are:
1. Partly cloudy or worse sky conditions: We always will offer a chance to refund or
reschedule if this is the forecast. Clarity is an essential factor in seeing the stars and we
want to provide the highest quality experience possible, so for this reason, we consider
this factor first.
2. Wind: High winds are another weather condition that can interfere with the use of our
photography and stargazing equipment. If the tripod can’t be still, we won’t get a clear
picture, so if there are high wind warnings (above 20mph), we will refund or reschedule.
3. Cold: We will cancel the experience for excessive (hypothermic) cold of 0 degrees or
lower. Camera’s don’t function to their best ability in weather this cold (neither do
humans) so we will provide an option to reschedule or refund for unsafe frigid
conditions. More info can be found later in this section under the Cold Weather Safety
portion of the policy.

•

Haze and Fires: This is also a non-weather hazard we look out for as haze is a symptom of a nearby forest
fire as well as haze interferes with the integrity of photographs. We will refund or reschedule due to haze
interference. We do not allow any type of smoking, flames, or fires on experiences to ensure we are not a
cause of such hazard.
Road closures/Avalanche Mitigation: Road Closure and Avalanche Mitigation can be another non
weather hazard that could prevent the running of our tour. Colorado Astrophotography scouts out all
locations prior to taking guests to ensure roads are open, terrain and parking areas are safe, and the
avalanche danger is low.
Terrain: Ice, snow, mud, and gravel can all be types of terrain we experience in our tour locations. We
keep our stops to plowed out parking lots and pull offs, but there can be ice, snow, mud, or rocks. We
provide guests with headlamps and krampons to ensure safety of guests during experience.
Wildlife: Colorado Astrophotography loves and respects wildlife and their environment. We ensure
guests understand wildlife is not to be pursued, and is to be avoided whenever possible. We follow all
practices from the Leave no Trace training. We ensure that no food or materials are left behind for
wildlife to come upon. While noticing wildlife can be exciting, we always ask guests to remain in the
vehicle until wild life has moved on, or we have. In the event wildlife comes unexpectedly, we do have
horns and bear spray that guide keeps on hand in this circumstance.
Lost Clients: We ask that all people stick together in large group in the night time. In the event that there
were to be a lost client, we would respond according to our Lost/Injured policy. This policy and more
detailed information around this can be found under the Lost or Injured persons section of this policy.

•

•

•

•

Safety Guidelines: Cold Weather
Colorado Astrophotography closely monitors the cold and it’s impact on experiences. We use the chart
provided as a reference for how long we can be outside for each stop of the experience. While we do
make every effort to provide hot hands, electric blankets, and car heaters; how you dress can
significantly impact your experience. Cold weather is defined as any temperature that can negatively
affect the body’s thermoregulatory system. These do not have to be freezing to have this effect on the
body. Individuals engaged in outdoor activities in cold, wet, or windy conditions are at risk for
environmental cold injuries.
Steps for monitoring cold weather:
●

●
●

●
●

Weather should be monitored by Colorado Astrophotography LLC Leadership and an advisory
should be issued to participants by email the day prior to the event warning of potential
modifications to the event as appropriate.
Temperature, wind speed, and wind chill will be monitored.
Colorado Astrophotography will use a Wind Chill Index Chart (Chart 1) as a measurement for
impending weather situations and adjust outside activities as necessary using the Activity
Modification table (Table 1).
Based on information from the National Weather Service, local weather stations, and local on
site Cold Index measurements, determine the risk of potential danger to participants.
A weather warning will be issued to participants and distributed to event leaders.

